GOVERNMENT OF ODISHA
DEPARTMENT OF SPORTS & YOUTH SERVICES
C-1,Nayapalli, Bhubaneswar-751012
Tele-Fax : 0674-2396715/2536793

QUOTATION CALL NOTICE

Sealed quotation is invited from manufacturers/ authorized dealers of following items for the participants of State-Level Cycle Rally on the occasion of Biju Patnaik Birth Centenary Celebration Year to be organized in first week of November 2016. The department intends to buy the following:

1. 320 T-Shirts (Cotton-White Colour) @ Rs. 350/- per T-Shirt
2. 170 Track-Pants (Sublimation-Black ) @ Rs. 400/- per Track-Pant
3. 170 Caps (White Colour) @ Rs. 100/- per Cap

The cost is inclusive of all applicable taxes including printing of logo on the T-Shirt and Cap.

TERMS AND CONDITION

1. The quotationer must have a valid VAT and PAN.
3. The quotationer must attach a passport size self attested photo of the proprietor/owner/partner(s) or authorized person of the Firm and attach a colour photograph of the shop/Firm taken in such a way that the left and right side of the firm is clearly visible in the said photograph.
4. All the documents need to be self attested by the proprietor/authorized person.
5. The quotationers are also required to deposit the E.M.D. amount of Rs. 10,000/- (Rupees ten thousand) only in shape of Bank Draft of any Nationalized Bank drawn in favour of Joint Secretary, State Youth Welfare Board payable at Bhubaneswar along with the quotation documents.
6. EMD of the successful bidder shall be returned after the end of the cycle rally. EMD of unsuccessful bidders shall be returned within 7 (seven) days from the date of opening of the bid/offer.
7. Sealed quotation(s) alongwith samples of T-Shirt/Track-Pants/Caps shall be submitted with the Accountant, State Youth Welfare Board within office hours up to 2.00 P.M. till 4th October 2016 and will be opened on 4th October 2016 at 3 PM in presence of quotoners or their authorized representatives. Sealed quotations can also be send over Speed Post addressed to Secretary, State Youth Welfare Board, Deptt. of Sports & YS,C-1,Nayapalli,Bhubaneswar-751012.
8. The quotation(s) received after due date and time as well as samples, E.M.D. and other required documents shall be out rightly rejected.
9. The Department will pay only Rs.350/- per T-Shirt, Rs.400/- per Track-Pant and Rs.100/- per Cap. Bidders are therefore have to submit the different qualities of samples of T-Shirts/Track-Pants/Caps they have to offer. This is not bidding for quoting of price. The bidders are required to submit samples of the products to be provided by them with the bid document.

10. Amongst the samples on offer by the bidders, the best samples as per our requirement will be selected. The T-Shirts/ Cap should not bear any brand/commercial logo on the body of the material.

11. The selected agency/firm will have to supply appropriate numbers of different sizes of T-Shirts and Track-Pants as will be intimated as per requirement.

12. The price offered per T-Shirt/Track-Pants/Cap is inclusive of all taxes as applicable and should include the cost of printing of logo to be supplied by department on the pocket and back side of T-Shirt and front side of the Cap.

13. A firm can offer samples for the entire package i.e, T-Shirt/Track-Pants/Cap and no offer for individual item will be accepted.

14. A team from Sports & Youth Services Department will assess and inspect the entire stock of appropriate number of different sizes of T-Shirts as well as Track-Pants and Caps to be supplied by the successful bidder at its godown by 15th October 2016.

15. The successful bidders shall have to supply the T-Shirts/Track-Pants/Caps printed with the logo to be supplied at the department office by 20th October 2016.

16. The authority reserves the right to accept or reject any or all the quotations without assigning any reason thereof.

17. Dispute, if any, should be within the Bhubaneswar jurisdiction only.

Director, Sports & YS

Director-cum-Addl. Secy. to Go:
Sports & Y.S. Dept.
Odisha, Bhubaneswar-12